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Proprioception tells the brain the state of the body based on
distributed sensors in the body. However, the principles that
govern proprioceptive processing from those distributed sensors
are poorly understood. Here, we employ a task-driven neu-
ral network modeling approach to investigate the neural code
of proprioceptive neurons in both cuneate nucleus (CN) and
somatosensory cortex area 2 (S1). We simulated muscle spin-
dle signals through musculoskeletal modeling and generated a
large-scale, naturalistic movement repertoire to train thousands
of neural network models on 16 behavioral tasks, each reflect-
ing a hypothesis about the neural computations of the ascend-
ing proprioceptive pathway. We found that the network’s inter-
nal representations developed through task-optimization gener-
alize from synthetic data to predict single-trial neural activity in
CN and S1 of primates performing center-out reaching. Task-
driven models outperform linear encoding models and data-
driven models. Behavioral tasks, which aim to predict the limb
position and velocity were the best to predict the neural activity
in both areas. Architectures that are better at solving the tasks
are also better at predicting the neural data. Last, since task-
optimization develops representations that better predict neural
activity during active but not passively generated movements,
we hypothesize that neural activity in CN and S1 is top-down
modulated during goal-directed movements.

Introduction
A central tenet of neuroscience is that neural circuits are
shaped by evolution and development to enable ethologi-
cally important behaviors. Task-driven modeling constitutes
a framework that creates candidate models of the brain by
behavioral optimization (1–4), and has emerged as a power-
ful approach for studying sensory systems (5–9). Task-driven
models best predict visually-driven responses (5, 9, 10), and
provide insights about the organization and principles of sen-
sory processing (5, 6, 9, 11–13) which can be used to guide
new experiments (7, 14). Task-driven approaches have also
been developed to modeling the proprioceptive pathway, and
were used to study emerging coding properties (15, 16).
However, these models have not been used to predict neural
activity in the proprioceptive pathway yet.

Proprioception informs the brain about the position, move-
ment and associated forces of the limbs (17–20). Muscle
spindles, mechanoreceptors distributed in muscles, consti-
tute the main source of proprioceptive information to the
brain. These receptors are sensitive to muscle stretch and
stretch velocity, and possibly other muscle properties such as
force (21–25). Muscle spindle afferents convey muscle kine-
matics information through the dorsal root ganglia, the dorsal
column nuclei in the brainstem, including the cuneate nucleus

(CN) for upper limb muscles, thalamus, primary (S1) and
secondary somatosensory cortices, in this order forming the
ascending proprioceptive pathway (26–33). Proprioceptive
neurons typically show distinct gain modulation profiles dur-
ing active voluntary movement versus passive limb displace-
ment (31, 34–36). It is currently not well understood how
proprioceptive information is transformed along this path-
way.

The proprioceptive pathway supports a diversity of sen-
sory and motor-related behaviors (18, 19). It has been hy-
pothesized that proprioceptive signals support motor control
and learning (18, 37, 38), localizing the position, velocity
and acceleration of body parts in various coordinate frame-
works (17) and action recognition (15, 19), i.e. recognizing
location-invariant movements. Furthermore, like for other
sensory modalities, proprioceptive signals might be trans-
formed to represent sensory information in an efficient way,
as proposed by Horace Barlow (39), either by reducing the
correlation between sensory inputs, or by enabling faithful
reconstruction of sensory inputs (efficient coding hypothe-
sis (40)).

Here, we developed a normative framework to evaluate dif-
ferent hypotheses using task-driven neural network models
of the proprioceptive pathway. Expanding upon our prior
work (15), we generated a large-scale, synthetic proprio-
ceptive inputs resulting from passive, naturalistic movement,
which we used to train task-driven neural network models on
16 tasks. For model training, we did not include any muscle
force or activity in the synthetic data but focused only on pas-
sively generated movements. We then tested if the network’s
learned internal representations resembled those of proprio-
ceptive brain areas, by using these network representations
to predict the neural activity in the primate cuneate nucleus
(CN) and primary somatosensory cortex (S1 area 2). For
this purpose we used experimental data collected from non-
human primates (NHP) during both active and passive center-
out arm movements (36, 41) (Figure 1). First, we show that
our task-driven models could accurately predict single-trial
neural dynamics in both conditions, outperforming classical
encoding models. Second, we show that the choice of behav-
ioral tasks and neural network architectures are crucial to the
development of more “brain-like” representations. In partic-
ular, tasks which predict the kinematics (position and veloc-
ity) of the limb, irrespective of the choice of body reference
system, were the best to predict neural activity of propriocep-
tive neurons in both CN and S1. This suggests that a motor-
efference copy might be sent to CN and S1 modulating their
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Figure. 1: Task-driven models as a normative framework for interrogating proprioception. A. We created a normative
framework to study the neural code of proprioception. Using synthetic muscle spindle inputs derived from musculoskeletal
modeling, we optimized deep neural networks to solve different computational tasks in order to test hypotheses (N=16 tasks).
Task-driven models give rise to learned representations across the artificial neural network models. B. We interrogated which
type of hypothesis creates models that best generalize to explain the activity of neurons in the cuneate nucleus (CN) of the
brainstem and in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1, area 2) of non-human primates performing a center-out reaching task
comprising active and passive movements.

activity. We show that for the majority of tasks, architectures
that have better task performance, are also better at explain-
ing the neural data. Finally, task-trained models outperform
untrained models during voluntary movement, but not during
passive movements. This suggests that there might be a top-
down modulation of CN and S1 activity during goal-directed
movements, while such modulation is likely absent during
passive movements.

Results
Task-driven models as a normative framework for in-
terrogating proprioception.

We developed a normative framework to investigate the neu-
ral code of proprioception. The proprioceptive system re-
ceives distributed information from muscle spindles and it is
an open question how it integrates this information to sub-
serve behavior. We considered 16 different proprioception-
based tasks that the proprioceptive system might be opti-
mized for. By employing a task-driven modeling approach,
we trained deep neural network models on those tasks and
investigated which of those hypotheses force the network to
develop representations that best resemble primate proprio-
ceptive representations. To tackle this question, we simulated
large-scale synthetic muscle spindle receptor inputs during
naturalistic movement and created hierarchical deep neural

network (DNNs) models that were trained to solve these tasks
directly from receptor inputs, akin to what the biological sys-
tem has to do. We evaluated whether the task-driven neu-
ral network models could predict neural data recorded in five
non-human primates (NHP) performing a center-out reaching
task (Figure 1).

Building task-driven models of proprioception that
solve ethologically relevant tasks.

The proprioceptive pathway supports a myriad of sensory
and motor-related behaviors (18, 19, 42). For our normative
framework, we tested 16 different hypotheses using differ-
ent neural network architectures (Figure 1). Artificial neural
networks comprise multiple layers of simplified units ("neu-
rons") whose connectivity patterns mimic the hierarchical,
integrative properties of anatomical pathways (1, 2). Like
Sandbrink et al. 15, we considered both temporal convo-
lutional networks (TCNs), and a recurrent neural networks
(long short-term memory (LSTM)), which impose different
inductive priors on the computations (See methods).

We tested 16 different hypotheses (Figure 2C and Table 4).
Specifically, we implemented the "EgoHand" hypothesis,
which predicts separately or in combination the position, ve-
locity and acceleration of the end-effector in egocentric coor-
dinates from the distributed muscle spindle input (N = 4 tasks
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Figure. 2: Building task-driven models of proprioception that solve ethologically relevant tasks.

- "EgoHand hypothesis" column of Figure 2C). Similarly, we
considered the "EgoLimb" hypothesis that also includes the
kinematics of the elbow as prediction target in addition to the

end-effector (4 tasks). We developed four tasks to predict
joint kinematics ("JointLimb"). All these supervised tasks
predict the state of the body in various reference frames,
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Figure. 2: Building task-driven models of proprioception that solve ethologically relevant tasks. A. Diagram of the
computational pipeline to compute realistic synthetic proprioceptive inputs from 3D character trajectories. In brief, 2D character
trajectories are augmented and projected into 3D space using a 2-link 4 degree of freedom (DoF) arm model by randomly
selecting candidate starting points in the workspace of the NHP arm. From those movements, muscle lengths and velocities
are computed using inverse kinematics and musculoskeletal modeling. B. Left: Distribution of joint angles and trajectories in
the behavioral (top) and synthetic (bottom) data, illustrating that the movement statistics in the synthetic dataset are designed
to (broadly) encompass the biological movements of NHPs during the center-out reaching task. Right: workspace trajectory
starting points of the synthetic dataset (blue), encompassing the behavioral workspace (red). Note that experimental center-
out trajectories themselves are not part of the synthetic dataset. C. In total, 16 computational tasks were designed to reflect
different hypotheses about functional proprioceptive processing. Each hypothesis contains one or several objectives, grouped by
similarity. The background of the panel is color coded based on the hypothesis and it will be used throughout the manuscript.
For each task, the learning objective is highlighted in red with each arm pictogram. D. Test performance of each network
model, on selected tasks (N = 350 models except the autoencoder task where N=295), with respect to the number of layers (i.e.
model depth). For the regression tasks, we used the mean squared error (MSE), for the action recognition task, the classification
accuracy, for the autoencoder task, the relative error for the muscle length and for the redundancy reduction task, the Barlow loss
(See methods). Four types of deep neural network architectures were designed to integrate proprioceptive signals in different
ways: spatial-temporal, temporal-spatial, and spatiotemporal TCNs, and spatial-LSTM. The color code of each point reflects
the architecture type.

which is consistent with prior proposals on the role of propri-
oception (19, 20, 42). We included the action recognition hy-
pothesis (15), where networks were trained to classify from
the proprioceptive input the movement type performed in dif-
ferent workspace locations. We implemented a sensorimotor
hypothesis (18), where the model had to predict the torques
needed to reach a target provided by a separate input (cue)
from the current state. To be able to use the same encoders
and inputs as for the other tasks, we first trained a reinforce-
ment learning agent to control a 4 DoF arm to reach targets in
the 3D space (Supp. Fig. 1A,B). Through a teacher-student
approach, we trained the same encoders to regress learned
joint torques of the agent from the muscle spindle inputs and
a cued target input. The student network could accurately
reach the different targets (See methods, Supp. Fig. 1C,D).
Furthermore, we developed two unsupervised tasks: redun-
dancy reduction and autoencoders which reconstruct the pro-
prioceptive inputs. For the former, we developed a modi-
fied version of the Barlow Twins self-supervised loss, ini-
tially proposed for visual processing (43). The latter aimed
to develop networks that can robustly reconstruct the propri-
oceptive inputs. Those tasks represent variants of the effi-
cient coding hypothesis according to which sensory systems
have evolved to compress the input statistics in a meaningful
way (39, 40). We emphasize that we used the same sensory
statistics and architectures for all tasks, but only varied the
decoders, which are task-specific (Figure 1A). Overall, we
trained 350 models architectures on each of those 16 tasks
corresponding to a total of 5600 neural network models (See
methods).

We assessed the performance of the trained neural networks
using task-specific metrics to ask whether the designed mod-
els could solve all these different tasks (Figure 2E and Supp.
Fig. 2). For each task, we observed that neural networks can
achieve strong performance and that deeper neural network
models correlate with better task performance. For instance,
models could predict the location of the end-effector or the el-
bow with a 1cm accuracy and they could achieve higher than

99% action recognition classification accuracy. Additionally,
they could also reconstruct the muscle state with only 0.01%
relative muscle length error for autoencoders (Figure 2E).
However, neural networks trained on tasks that included ac-
celeration in the regression target showed poorer target pre-
diction ability for other variables (position and velocity) com-
pared to the networks that were trained to specifically predict
only those variables (Supp. Fig. 2). Due to their recurrence,
the LSTM networks achieved strong performance with fewer
encoding layers.

In summary, we developed a normative framework to test
hypotheses describing how behavioral or computational con-
straints might shape proprioceptive processing. We gener-
ated a naturalistic, large-scale dataset of proprioceptive sig-
nals and used it to train thousands of neural network models
to successfully perform various tasks.

Reaching data to test task-driven models.

While the task-driven models were trained on synthetic data
only, we wanted to assess whether their internal representa-
tions developed through task-optimization resembled those
of proprioceptive areas. To this end, we tested the gener-
alization ability of these task-driven models from synthetic
data to biological data by predicting neural activity recorded
in non-human primates (rhesus macaques) during a center-
out reaching paradigm (36, 41). The center-out behavioral
paradigm contains both active and passive upper limb move-
ments corresponding to distinct proprioceptive conditions. In
the active condition, the NHP controlled a manipulandum to
reach equidistant targets within a circle on a screen whereas,
in the (randomly interspersed) passive condition, the robotic
manipulandum applied an unexpected force perturbation to
the NHP arm towards one of the target directions for a dura-
tion of 130 ms (Figure 3A). Neural activity in cuneate nucleus
(CN) and area 2 of somatosensory cortex (S1) was recorded
with Utah arrays in NHPs performing the task at expert level.
We used rewarded trials from three recording sessions per
area, from each of NHPs, each including between 10 and 93
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Figure. 3: Center-out reaching experiments, and linear encoding models of neural activity A. Size of experimental datasets.
Top: total number of neurons per NHP per area. Bottom: total number of trials for active (hollow bars) and passive (full bars)
conditions per NHP. Note that individuals L and S1L are the same NHP hence the same number of trials. The color code
denotes the area, CN (red) and S1 (blue). The number of different reach directions are indicated for each NHP (4 or 8). B.
Planar x-y coordinates of the screen cursor representing end-effector trajectories of the NHP during the center-out reaching task
for one example behavioral session during active reaches (top, N=805 trials) and passive perturbations (bottom, N=402 trials).
The color code indicates the target direction. C. Raster plot of the normalized firing rate, for one example CN neuron, aligned
to the movement onset (vertical black line) and sorted by movement direction for one session, in active (top) and passive trials
(bottom). D. Pairwise single-neuron comparison of trial-averaged firing in the active and passive conditions for NHP S (CN;
N=47 neurons, top) and NHP H (S1; N=50 neurons, bottom). Vertical and horizontal bars represent the SEM across trials.
E. Distributions of the performance across single neurons of the baseline linear encoding models using task and behavioral
variables, alone (single-variable models) or in combination (multi-variable), for all NHPs. The color code reflects the group of
the behavioral variable. Note, the muscle kinematics (muscle length and velocity; orange) is the input to our neural network
models.

neurons (total CN: 159; total S1: 87) and varying number
of trials (Figure 3B). Data from one NHP contained simulta-
neous recordings in CN and S1, labeled throughout the text
as L and S1L respectively. Examples of single-trial neural
activity are shown for both active and passive conditions for
one example CN unit, each with direction-dependent firing
rates (Figure 3C, E).

To predict center-out neural activity using task-driven mod-
els, we inferred the muscle spindle inputs for our models us-
ing DeepLabCut (36, 44) to estimate the location of limb
joints during the center-out reaching task. We extracted
muscle kinematics via musculoskeletal modeling and inverse
kinematics (See methods, Supp. Fig. 3 A, B); the latter step
was done in the same manner as for the synthetic dataset. In
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this way, we can use center-out experimental data as novel
test input data to our neural network models in order to com-
pare artificial to biological representations.

Baseline linear encoding models.

Before predicting neural activity via task-driven neural net-
work models, we first looked at how much variance of the
neural activity could be captured using classical linear en-
coding models (45). The activity of proprioceptive neurons is
known to be correlated to both kinematic and dynamic vari-
ables (31, 34, 36, 41, 45). Therefore, we fitted single-trial
neuron activity through ridge regression using as input a va-
riety of movement-related variables (single-variable models),
as well as their combinations (multi-variable models) (Fig-
ure 3F, Supp. Fig. 3D). We will refer to these models as linear
encoding models throughout the manuscript and they define
the baseline to which we will compare task-driven models.
The variables included in the linear models are hand kine-
matics (position, velocity, acceleration), joint kinematics (an-
gular position and velocity) and muscle kinematics (length,
velocity). We also included a two-dimensional interaction
force between the NHP’s hand and the grasped manipulan-
dum. Moreover, we also considered the magnitude of the
hand kinematic vectors and of the manipulandum force vec-
tor as a regressor. The experimental trials were split in 80%
train and 20% test set and we cross-validated the ridge regu-
larization hyperparameter based on the train trials only. We
note that ridge regression was more robust than generalized
linear models (GLMs) with Poisson distribution (See meth-
ods, Supp. Fig. 3C). We quantified the accuracy of the pre-
dictions by computing the explained variance (EV) on test
session trials for each neuron (See methods).

Consistently with previous works (41, 45, 46), we observed
that models fitted using variables spanning the whole-arm
kinematics - i.e., multi-joint and multi-muscle kinematics -
provided better prediction of neural responses in CN and
S1, in both active and passive movement conditions, than
did hand kinematics only (Figure 3F, Supp. Fig. 3D). Addi-
tionally, we observed that multi-muscle kinematics achieve
higher explained variance across all multi-variable models
for both CN and S1. This result suggests that CN and S1 neu-
rons are best tuned to muscle kinematics, rather than hand or
joint kinematics.

Task-driven models predict neural dynamics.

The central question of this study is whether task-driven mod-
els trained only on synthetic data can develop representations
that generalize to predict neural dynamics of the primates
proprioceptive system. We emphasize that task-driven mod-
els have not been trained on a center-out reaching task, with
the exception of the torque regression task. Rather, network
models were trained with different movement statistics in or-
der to test generalization from synthetic to real movement
data and from one task to another (the center-out reaching
task).

In contrast to previous works on other task-driven models of

sensory systems, where the predicted neural activity was typ-
ically trial-averaged (e.g., (5, 6, 9, 11, 13) but see (12)), here
we aim to predict the temporally varying firing rates of CN
and S1 neuron for each center-out reaching movement using
the inferred muscle spindle inputs (See methods). To this
end, we froze the neural network models after training on
synthetic data. Then, we retrieved the resulting internal rep-
resentations at each model layer using as input the simulated
proprioceptive inputs during the center-out limb movements.
Single-neuron activity was predicted using as regressors the
75 first principal components (PCs) of the network’s internal
representations. We kept the number of PCs fixed along the
network hierarchy to keep the same number of dimensions ir-
respectively of the layer size. The number of PCs was cross-
validated (Supp. Fig. 4A) and it is lower than the number of
proprioceptive inputs (i.e. muscle length and velocity of 39
muscles; 2× 39 = 78). Just as for linear models, we used
ridge regression to predict the neural activity from the PCs of
each layer. As a first sanity check, we found that the distri-
butions of explained variance were similar between training
and testing trial datasets across all NHPs, which suggests that
there is no overfitting (Supp. Fig. 4C).

We want to illustrate initial results focusing on one exam-
ple task-driven model: a spatial-temporal model with 12 lay-
ers trained on the hand position and velocity task (EgoHand
hypothesis). The task-driven neural network model could
predict single-neuron activity and capture the single-trial dy-
namics (Figure 4A). We quantified the encoding variability of
task-driven models by analyzing the distribution of explained
variance both across neurons, NHPs and experimental condi-
tions (active vs. passive). We found a wide range of EV
across different neurons for both active and passive move-
ment conditions (Figure 4B). Qualitatively, we observed that
task-driven predictions for some neurons capture part of the
neural dynamics that linear models cannot (Supp. Fig. 5). In-
deed, predictions obtained from task-driven models explain
the neural activity significantly better than linear models for
almost all neurons and for both active and passive conditions
(Figure 4C). This holds true for all NHPs and is statistically
significant when deep layers of the task-driven models are
used to predict the neural activity (Supp. Fig. 4 D,E).

In order to facilitate comparisons between different models,
we defined a metric called "neural explainability" (EV). This
metric represents the average test explained variance across
neurons per each NHP for the optimal predicting layer, which
is selected from the training set (Figure 4D). For linear mod-
els, this value is simply the average explained variance across
neurons. In this way, we can assess whether task-driven mod-
els are able to develop representations that better predict the
neural activity than linear models for a given task. There-
fore, we compared the neural explainability of task-driven
networks trained on the hand localization and movement task
to linear models (Figure 4E and Supp. Fig. 5). Our analysis
revealed that the majority of task-driven networks provided
better neural predictions for all NHPs. This suggests that
task optimization can lead to the development of robust rep-
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Figure. 4: Task-driven models predict single-trial neural dynamics during active and passive movements.

resentations across various network architectures, resulting in
a maximum gain of up to 40% for the active condition and up
to 50% for the passive condition in EV per NHP.

For each task, we trained different types of network archi-
tecture to ensure robustness in the developed representations
and to investigate which architecture types gave better repre-
sentation, particularly regarding specific types of integration.
We evaluated the performance of the network architecture by
comparing the EV per NHP, regardless of the task used for
training. We found that TCNs performed significantly better
than spatial-LSTMs in terms of variance explained for both
active and passive condition (Supp. Fig. 6A,B), leading us to
focus on the 300 TCNs for each task. Among the TCN types,

we found that spatiotemporal networks were better at predict-
ing S1 neural activity during active conditions, suggesting
a possible simultaneous muscle-temporal integration during
goal-directed movements in S1. Overall, our findings suggest
that task-driven models generalize to predict proprioception-
related neural dynamics, outperforming classical encoding
models.

Task-driven outperforms data-driven models.

We asked if the ability to predict neural activity from neu-
ral network models was simply a result of their higher ca-
pacity (for fitting data). Thus, we tested whether the same
neural network architectures directly trained to predict the
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Figure. 4: Task-driven neural network models predict neural dynamics during active and passive movements. A. Exam-
ple of time-varying neural predictions (on test trials) for active (top) and passive (bottom) movements, for one example unit in
CN (left) and one in S1 (right). The black lines corresponds to ground truth spike firing rates (binned in 50 ms windows) while
the colored lines correspond to the model predicted rates. The movement direction of each trial is indicated by an arrow on
the x-axis. These example predictions are shown using the best-predicting layer of a 12-layer spatial-temporal neural network
model trained on the hand position and velocity task. B. Example distributions of single-neuron neural explainability for the
best model layer (using the same model as panel A) across all neurons for all NHPs and for active and passive movements.
Each neuron is represented by a black dot and the neurons shown in panel A are highlighted. C. Pairwise comparison of single-
neuron explained variance (NHP S; CN, N=47 neurons) between the last layer of one example deep neural network model
shown in B and the baseline linear encoding model (as in Figure 3) using muscle spindle inputs (muscle length and velocity).
The statistical significance was computed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. D. Schematic illustration of the model "neural
explainability" metric and the computation of the gain in explained variance between linear models and deep neural network
models (DNNs). E. Distributions of EV gain for 350 models trained on the hand position and velocity task, for all NHPs in
the active (left) and passive (right) conditions. We computed the statistical significance using a two-sided paired t-test between
active and passive conditions for each NHP. The red line indicates DNN performance equal to that of baseline linear models.

neural activity could achieve similar or better performance
than task-driven models. Therefore, we trained the same
network architectures to regress the firing rate during ac-
tive movements end-to-end and performed a pairwise com-
parison to the corresponding task-driven performance. We
found that task-driven networks strongly outperform data-
driven networks, with the latter exhibiting poor neural predic-
tions (Supp. Fig. 6C). These results provide support for the
use of task-driven models to predict neural activity, which in-
volve the use of large-scale (even synthetic) datasets to train
over-parameterized neural networks. On the contrary, models
trained with the data-driven approach usually require a large
amount of experimental data.

Task-driven outperform untrained models.

Starting from the same random, untrained initialized models,
we trained each model on different tasks. We reasoned that
if task-optimization drives the emergence of proprioceptive-
like representations in neural networks, task-trained models
should yield better predictions than the corresponding ran-
dom, untrained models (UNT) and than baseline linear mod-
els.

Consequently, we compared neural predictions obtained from
the ten best models trained on different tasks to predictions
from untrained models, and also from linear models fitted
on muscle (Linear - muscles) and hand-only (Linear - hands)
kinematics (Figure 5A). First, we observed that for almost
all primates, both trained and untrained network predictions
are better than linear model predictions, in both active and
passive conditions. Second, task-driven models yield a wide
range of explained variance: some tasks yield representations
that explain the neural activity better than corresponding un-
trained models highlighting the benefit of task optimization,
whereas some tasks surprisingly yield representations worse
than the corresponding untrained models.

We found that models trained on the hand position and veloc-
ity task (HP & HV) were consistently the best across NHPs
and movement conditions (Figure 5A and Supp. Fig. 7) . We
further tested whether this was true for all models trained on
this task or only for specific models that achieved superior

neural predictions by comparing, regardless of their task per-
formance, the gain in explained variance relative to the base-
line and the corresponding untrained models for all models
trained on that task (Figure 5C). We observed that on average
task-driven models explain the neural activity significantly
better than linear models, reaching a gain up to 40% for the
active case and up to 50 % for the passive one.

Interestingly, while task-driven models typically outper-
formed untrained models significantly under active condi-
tions, this was not always the case for passive conditions
(Figure 5D, F) . Nevertheless, this difference could be at-
tributed to the smaller number of experimental trials avail-
able during the passive condition as well as the shorter du-
ration of passive perturbations (130ms long). As such, we
controlled for these factors by computing neural predictions
during active movement that matched the number of passive
trials and duration of those movements, i.e. by randomly re-
moving 50% of the active trials and by randomly selecting a
sub-interval of 130ms length per trial. Doing so, task-trained
models still outperform untrained models in the active con-
dition (Supp. Fig. 6D,E). Overall, these findings corrobo-
rate that proprioceptive information might be differently pro-
cessed during goal-directed and passive, unexpected move-
ments (31, 34–36).

Kinematic-based tasks explain most variance.

We sought to identify which of the 16 tasks drove neural net-
works to develop more brain-like neural representations by
contrasting neural predictions across all the 300 TCN net-
works and five NHPs. To this end, we wanted to quantify the
contribution of each task optimization by comparing the gain
in neural predictability that task-driven models can achieve
to the corresponding untrained models. To also make the
analysis robust with respect to the network architecture, we
concatenated the normalized difference of neural explainabil-
ity between task-trained and untrained models associated to a
single NHP for (random) groups of networks belonging to the
same task (4 groups of 73 networks per task) and used it as a
feature and reduced the dimensionality using UMAP. There-
fore, the resulting matrix consist of 4 groups x 6 NHPs x 16
tasks as number of rows and 73 networks (trained - untrained
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Figure. 5: Task comparison show that kinematic-based tasks develop the most "brain-like" features and outperform
untrained models.

EV) as number of features (See methods).

For the active condition, the networks clustered into five
different groups, two that performed better than untrained
models, one that was equal and two that were worse (Fig-
ure 5C). These clusters also emerged when using PCA, a lin-
ear, parameter-free approach (Supp. Fig. 8C). The best clus-
ter in terms of neural predictions only included models si-
multaneously regressing the position and velocity of the hand
and limb (HP & HV, LP & LV, JP & JV tasks), i.e. it con-
tained all tasks that predicted posture and velocity indepen-

dently of the choice of coordinate framework (i.e. egocentric
or joint-angle coordinates). Those models significantly out-
performed untrained networks and the other tasks (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test; Supp. Fig. 8E).

The second best cluster comprised networks trained to
regress either the position or the velocity of either the hand
or the limb (HP, LP, JP, HV, LV, JV). The third best cluster
contained the autoencoder (AUTO) and the torque regression
(T) tasks, but had task-trained neural explainability compara-
ble to that of untrained models. The remaining two clusters
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Figure. 5: Task comparison show that kinematic-based tasks develop the most "brain-like" features and outperform
untrained models. A. Distributions of the test neural explainability of selected best 3% model for all tasks and NHP S (CN, left)
and NHP H (S1, right), compared with predictions from their randomly initialized counterpart models (dark gray; Untrained)
and classical linear models such as hand position and velocity (Linear - hands) and muscle length and velocity (Linear -
muscles). The color group code represents the hypothesis to which the task belongs whereas the label for each model task
(TASK) is outlined in the task legend. B. Low-dimensional UMAP embedding space of the difference in neural explainability
between task-driven and untrained networks. Each datapoint represents the z-scored neural explainability associated to a single
NHP of a group of networks (N=73) belonging to a given task. Left: we color coded each point based on the corresponding
average neural explainability. Right: we color coded each point according to the task identity. C. Distribution of the gain, i.e.
normalized relative difference, in explained variance when comparing all neural network models trained on the hand position
and velocity task (TASK: HP & HV) to the linear models (Linear - muscles) and corresponding untrained models (Untrained).
The red dashed line indicates models for which there is no difference in explained variance. We note that comparison to linear
is repeated from Figure 4E for ease of comparison. The results of two-sided paired t-tests and each random vs. task distribution
pair are shown (***: p < 0.05). D. Same as A. but with neural predictions during passive movements during which force
perturbations were unexpectedly applied for 130 ms towards one of the equidistant directions. E. Same as B. but for passive
neural predictions. F. Same as C. but for passive predictions where we do not show the gain in explained variance for NHP B
because of the poor performance of all untrained and linear models, which result in exceedingly high gain percentages.

had neural explainability significantly worse than untrained
models (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Supp. Fig. 8E,F) and in-
cludes tasks aiming to regress the location, velocity and the
acceleration of the limb (HP & HV & HA, LP & LV & LA,
JP & JV & JA task), recognize actions (AR) and decrease
the redundancy within sensory inputs (RR). Among all tasks,
we found that redundancy reduction constitutes the task that
achieved the poorest neural predictions.

Overall, we found that tasks involving similar regression tar-
gets, e.g. predicting only the position or only the velocity of
the hand or the limb, are grouped together as they provided
similar levels of explained variance (Figure 5C; Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, Supp. Fig. 8E). Therefore, we reasoned
that these behavioral tasks, as they need to perform similar
computation, involve representations that are independent of
the target reference frame (i.e., egocentric vs. joint refer-
ence frame). Moreover, multi-task training is beneficial to
obtain more "brain-like" representations as networks trained
to regress both position and velocity outperform networks
trained to regress either position or velocity alone. How-
ever, when the regression targets also included acceleration,
we observed the emergence of "non brain-like" representa-
tions and we hypothesize it might be related to the poorer
task-performance of these networks compared to the other
tasks.

In contrast, for the passive condition, we observed only
two main task clusters, each comprising several tasks (Fig-
ure 5D; PCA: Supp. Fig. 9C,D; Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
Supp. Fig. 9 E)). One cluster contained models whose task-
trained neural explainability is slightly better than or com-
parable to that of random models, while the second cluster
groups tasks leading to significantly worse neural explain-
ability. As for voluntary movement, redundancy reduction
and the tasks aimed at regressing limb kinematics including
acceleration were associated with lower neural explainability.
Tasks aimed at regressing the position alone were also part of
this cluster, unlike in the active condition.

Since we combined data from both brain areas for our task

comparison, we wondered whether the same clusters would
emerge when projecting task for each brain area indepen-
dently (Supp. Fig. 8B,D,F and Supp. Fig. 9B,D,F). We again
observed two clusters for passive and more clusters for the
active movement. Overall, the same tasks were best for S1
and CN individually, with the difference that the task of re-
gressing posture only (HP/LP/JP) appears in the best cluster
for S1 in the active case (Supp. Fig. 8B,D,F). This might
suggests that S1 is less optimized for velocity coding than
CN.

To summarize, we contrasted thousands of candidate mod-
els trained on 16 tasks. The most "brain-like" models were
those trained to predict the kinematics of the limb from simu-
lated spindle inputs, independently of the coordinate system.
These models outperformed linear models and data-driven
models.

Deeper network layers best explain CN and S1.

The models we constructed have multiple hierarchical layers.
Anatomically, CN is just two synapses away from the spin-
dles and cortical S1 area 2 another two (19, 20, 36). There-
fore, area 2 may perform higher-level computations on the
processed proprioceptive information such as integrating pro-
prioceptive signals from multiple muscles or extracting more
complex features. Therefore, we tested for the best mod-
els whether early model layers are more similar to CN, and
deeper model layers to S1. To this end, we computed the
distribution of the depth of the best selected layer among all
TCN networks trained on the hand position and velocity task
(Figure 6A, B). We found that deeper layers are typically the
best at explaining the neural activity for both CN and S1.
This was true for both active and passive trials over a wide
range of network depths (Supp Fig. 10) and on a per-neuron
basis (Supp. Fig. 4). As models were optimized to regress
the location and velocity of the hand, deeper layers tend to
develop features related to the arm kinematics which might
be the reason why those layers were the best at predicting the
neural activity. However, we did not find evidence that neu-
ral networks reproduce the hierarchical organization of the
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somatosensory system as CN and S1 are similarly explained
by deep layers of the network.

Task network performance strongly correlates with the
ability to explain CN and S1 neural activity.

For each single task, we trained a variety of neural networks
that achieve diverse neural explainability (see Figure 5C,F).
Different factors could potentially contribute to this variabil-
ity, including the network’s architectural details, the move-
ment condition, the task objective or the model’s task perfor-
mance.

To untangle some of these factors, we first selected the most
brain-like task identified in the active movement condition,
e.g. the hand position and velocity task (HP & HV), and ex-
amined the relationship between task performance and neu-
ral explainability. For all NHPs, we linearly fitted the neural
explainability using the task performance and found a sig-
nificant correlation (Figure 6C,D). Thus, for models trained
on the EgoHand hypothesis, better task performance leads to
better neural explainability.

This correlation suggests that deeper models are better at
explaining neural data, as they tend to be better across all
tasks (Figure 2D). Moreover, we observe this correlation for
passive movement data even though untrained models are
not worse than trained models (Figure 6D). Therefore, we
sought to isolate the effect of task-optimization by comparing
the correlation between neural explainability and task per-
formance in trained and untrained models (Figure 6E,F). To
achieve this, we ordered the untrained models based on the
task performance of their corresponding trained networks.
For active data, explained variance consistently improved
with task-optimization where task-driven models showed a
higher and significant correlation than untrained models,
which exhibited no correlation for nearly all NHPs (Supp.
Fig. 12A incl. p-values). On the other hand, for passive
data, untrained and trained models exhibited a similar corre-
lation with task-trained performance (Supp. Fig. 12B incl. p-
values). This suggests that while task-optimization is crucial
for the active condition in addition to architectural parame-
ters, the right choice of architecture alone can yield better
predictions in the passive condition.

As we investigated the best "brain-like" task, we checked
whether such correlation exist for the other 15 tasks. We
found a significant correlation for almost all of them which
means that models that are better at performing a task are also
better at predicting neural activity, in both active and passive
conditions (Figure 6G,H). Specifically, we observed that the
most brain-like tasks had higher fitting offsets and correla-
tion coefficients for the active condition (Supp. Fig. 11). The
significant correlations for all 16 tasks, also indicates that the
proprioceptive system is optimized for all those roles.

Together, our results consistently show that models that are
better at performing a task are also better at predicting neural
activity, highlighting the influence of both network architec-
tural choices and task optimization. These results suggest a

path for making better proprioceptive models, by identifying
architectures that better solve tasks on synthetic data.

Discussion
We expanded our normative framework combining muscu-
loskeletal simulation and task-driven neural network mod-
eling to compare different hypotheses about functional pro-
cessing in the proprioceptive pathway (15). We trained deep
neural networks, which used proprioceptive signals (muscle
length and velocity) as inputs to perform 16 behavioral tasks.
Importantly, we did not use any neural activity during train-
ing, but only at test time, we probed generalization. Namely,
if the representations developed by task-driven models could
predict the neural data from non-human primates during arm
movements. Through a large-scale comparison of computa-
tional tasks and neural network models, our work shows that
task-driven models outperform classical encoding models of
neural activity (31, 34–36, 45) in the brain stem (cuneate nu-
cleus) and somatosensory cortex (area 2), and also outper-
form the same architectures trained to predict neural activity
directly.

What is the role of proprioception?.

It has been hypothesized that the proprioceptive pathway sup-
ports a range of sensory and motor-related behaviors (15, 17–
19, 37–40, 47). We defined 16 hypotheses representing some
of these behaviors, and instantiated them in task objectives
for training neural networks models. We contrasted the
learned representations by probing the networks’ representa-
tion ability to generalize from synthetic data used for training
to single-trial neural activity used for testing. Our study re-
veals that tasks that predict the state of the limb (position and
velocity jointly) are the best at explaining the neural activ-
ity in both the CN and S1 during active movements. Simi-
larly, the group of tasks aimed at regressing individually the
position or velocity predict neural activity better than those
implementing other tasks, or than untrained models.

By testing many hypotheses, our work provides normative
evidence that proprioceptive neurons in CN and S1 encode
the kinematic state of the limb (31, 34, 41, 48, 49). Further-
more, estimating the limb state from proprioceptive signals
is also essential for feedback-based control, where the actual
state is compared with the state predicted by internal mod-
els (18, 50). Interestingly, the torque-based prediction tasks
does not explain CN and S1 well perhaps suggesting that the
proprioceptive pathway might be more relevant for kinematic
representations. However, this should be further tested with
closed-loop control models.

Muscle spindles signal both muscles length and velocity.
This information is processed along the proprioceptive path-
way to give rise to the body schema and maps (19, 24, 25, 51–
54). Past work investigated whether sensorimotor cortex en-
codes body position and movement as intrinsic coordinates
(e.g. joint angles and torques) (55, 56) or as extrinsic co-
ordinates (limb position and velocity in space) (31, 57, 58)
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Figure. 6: Neural network task performance correlates significantly with model neural explainability.

or both (41, 59, 60). We find that the choice of coordinate
system does not contribute to representations that better pre-
dict neural data, as models trained to predict the state of the
limb (position and velocity of only the hand, the hand plus el-
bow or angular position and velocity of joints) were the best
at explaining the neural activity regardless of which coordi-
nate system the regression target is represented in (egocen-
tric vs. joint coordinates). However, we note that the be-
havioral workspace of the considered experiment is relatively
small and differences in the coordinate system representation
could emerge for a bigger workspace or more complex move-
ments.

While limb-state estimation tasks were best to predict neural

activity, other tasks yielded predictions that were no better or
even worse than untrained deep hierarchical neural network
models. First, in contrast with task-driven models of the ven-
tral visual stream and auditory systems, where stimulus cate-
gorization provides the best neural representations (1, 5, 6, 9),
we find that network models trained on action recognition
(also a classification task) were worse than untrained models.
Interestingly, this task gives rise to direction-selective units,
but not position-selective unit, in the models (15).

Against our initial expectations, we also observed that the
neural explainability of models trained on the torque regres-
sion task is similar to that of untrained models, which could
also be a limitation of the student-teacher approach we em-
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Figure. 6: Task comparison show that kinematic-based tasks develop the most "brain-like" features and outperform
untrained models. A. Frequency of the best-predicting DNN model layer for all models containing exactly 10 layers. The
colors denote individual NHPs. The dashed lines correspond to the median best layer. B. Same as F for passive predictions. C.
Scatter plot of the relationship between test explained variance on neural data, and network task performance (MSE) of each
neural network in the hand position and velocity task (HP & HV). Each data point represents the neural explainability of a
single DNN model. In total, N=300 DNN architectures (100 per TCN subtype) are shown. Lines indicate linear fits for each
NHPs. The Pearson’s r correlation coefficients and the p-values are shown for each NHPs (CN m ∈ [B, L, S], left; S1 m ∈
[H, C, S1L], right), with different colors. Note that for the regression tasks, lower MSE equals better performance, hence the
negative correlation coefficients. D. Same as C for passive movements. E. For example NHP S (left) and NHP H (right), scatter
plots of test explained variance against model task performance for models trained on the hand localization task (orange, same
data as panels C for the corresponding NHPs). In gray, scatter plots of the explained variance obtained using the untrained
models against the performance on the task of their trained counterparts. (Note that the untrained models perform poorly on the
task.) Lines indicate linear fits and shaded areas the 95% confidence intervals. F. Same as E for passive movements. G. Linear
fits showing the relationship between the test explained variance during the active movement condition, for example NHP S,
and the performance of neural networks for all tasks when evaluated on test synthetic dataset. Each color is a task as in Fig.
5A. Note that performance metrics are z-scored to compare tasks and that higher values mean poorer model performance. H.
Same as A for passive movements.

ployed for this specific task. Furthermore, training networks
on multiple tasks does not always produce better represen-
tations, as in the case of the tasks that included acceleration
as a regression target. Here, one explanation could be the
poorer task-performance (for body localization) achieved by
these network models compared to the other tasks.

Similarly, both self-supervised tasks - the autoencoder and
the redundancy reduction task (BarlowTwins) - explain neu-
ral data worse than the untrained models. While autoencond-
ing explains V1 well, it is poor for higher order visual ar-
eas (9). Zhang et al. also used SimCLR, which is most
comparable to BarlowTwins, and this model could explain
V1, V4 and IT as well as supervised models (9). However,
BarlowTwins encourages location-invariant, but category-
specific representations, which appears inconsistent with pro-
prioception but consistent with the goal of the ventral path-
way. This indicates that solely compressing the muscle spin-
dle input statistics does not lead to brain-like neural represen-
tations. Recent work proposed a topographical autoencoder
to learn the spatial arrangement of proprioceptive informa-
tion in cortex (16); our work suggests that other tasks might
be better suited.

Possible top-down modulation along the propriocep-
tive pathway.

Whether the sense of posture is mediated through central or
peripheral signals is a classic debate for proprioception (61,
62). Consistently with previous analyses (31, 34, 36), the
task-driven models in our study also reveal that neural pre-
dictions differ for active and passive movement. In the active
case, task-driven models trained on body-state estimation can
lead to more "brain-like" representations which outperform
untrained models, whereas for the passive case, task-driven
models do not outperform untrained models. The observa-
tion was true for both CN and S1. Indeed, models predict-
ing the state of the body were best at explaining the neural
data in both CN and S1 during active movement (Figure 5),
and we found little difference between the two areas in terms
of best-predicting layer (Figure 6). This was surprising as

S1 is downstream of CN. How can we reconcile these re-
sults? We believe that these findings suggest that, during vol-
untary movement, both CN and S1 receive top-down modu-
lation from motor areas that provide behaviourally-relevant
information, such as the predicted state of the body (Fig-
ure 7). Indeed, it has been shown that S1 receives antici-
patory information from the motor cortex during voluntary
movements (63, 64). However, due to the unpredictable na-
ture of the passive perturbations, this top-down modulation
would have been absent. Our study suggests that CN receives
predicted body state information from a forward model dur-
ing goal-directed movements. This top-down modulation
might alter the processing of proprioceptive information by
modulating the gain and sensitivity of CN neurons for par-
ticular proprioceptive stimuli that are relevant for the be-
havior (49, 65). Given the multiple inputs to the CN (66),
we can only speculate whether CN is directly modulated
by descending cortical projections (somatosensory or motor
cortex) (67), indirectly by gamma motor neurons (25, 68),
by spinal presynaptic inhibition (69) or an entirely different
mechanism. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that CN activity
might be mainly modulated by S1, or motor cortex, as our
results were highly similar for both CN and S1.

Hierarchical processing of proprioception.

In vision, convolutional neural networks trained on object
recognition recapitulate the hierarchy of the ventral stream;
lower, middle and higher layers best explain V1, V4 and IT,
respectively (1, 5). However, less is known about the hier-
archy in the proprioceptive system (19, 49). The anatomical
view is that CN would be considered a "lower-order" area
while S1 is a "higher-order" area in the processing of pro-
prioceptive information. Indeed, prior studies have shown
that CN neurons have muscle-like activity resembling that of
their afferents, while S1 area 2 neurons possess more com-
plex firing patterns, in part because single neurons in area 2
receive both proprioceptive and tactile inputs (49, 70), consis-
tent with theoretical predictions related to the distribution of
preferred directions along the proprioceptive pathway (15).
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Figure. 7: Schematic illustration of the possible top-down modulation along the proprioceptive pathway. The difference
in task-driven neural predictions between active and passive movement suggest a possible top-down modulation at different
levels of the proprioceptive pathway to extract relevant features for goal-directed movements.

Nonetheless, we find that deep layer representations are more
accurate than early layers for both CN and S1. This was
true in both active and passive movement conditions (Figure
5), although more markedly in the former, again suggesting
that CN and S1 neurons may be more alike than previously
thought. We do note that unlike Yamins et al. that considered
three cortical areas (1, 5), we compared only two areas, only
one of which was cortical. Thus, it would be an interesting
comparison to see how the retina and the LGN might map
onto artificial hierarchical vision models. Likewise, testing
our models on thalamic signals and other proprioceptive cor-
tical areas, such area 3a or area 5 (46, 71, 72), could help to
refine how well network model layers map onto the proprio-
ceptive pathway.

Limitations of the study.

Our models were trained using only synthetic, passively gen-
erated data. Despite this limitation, task-driven models cap-
ture the proprioceptive dynamics better than untrained mod-
els for the active conditions rather than the passive one. This
is surprising as our spindle models do not include muscle
force or gamma modulation. It also appears not simply to
be a consequence of the amount of experimental data used
for training the linear regression. However, future models
will require the simulation of muscle activations and mus-
cle force, beyond muscle kinematics alone, in order to bet-
ter reflect the inputs of muscle spindles and other receptors
which contribute to the sense of proprioception (19, 25). In-
deed using OpenSim makes this challenging due to the slow
simulation speed. We are sure that future work by us and
others will leverage fast musculoskeletal models that became
recently available (73). Fast models are required for learning
controllers with RL (73–75) or optimal feedback control (76)
for motor skills.

Furthermore, building directly on (15) we employed inter-
pretable convolutional and recurrent network architectures to
model feedforward proprioceptive processing (15). These
network architectures integrate muscle inputs with spatial
and temporal weight sharing, yet proprioceptive circuits are
likely "non-Euclidean". In future work, it will be important
to test more general inductive biases, such as reciprocal inhi-

bition between agonist and antagonist muscles mediated by
interneurons (77) or the musculotopic spatial-map observed
in the spinal cord (78). In other words, the next generation
of models should better approximate the inductive bias gov-
erned by the anatomy of sensorimotor systems (79). Second,
while we modeled temporal integration using temporal con-
volutions and LSTM cells, additional recurrent architectures
could include top-down modulation (80, 81). Overall, these
additional constraints might increase the explainable variance
and generate additional insights into proprioception.
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Methods
A. Behavioral and neural experimental data.

Non-human primate center-out reaching task. We used
data obtained from experiments with non-human primates
(NHPs) (rhesus macaques, macaca mulatta) performing a
center-out reaching task to quantify the predictive ability of
task-driven neural network models. Detailed experimental
background can be found in (36, 41, 82). Here, we briefly
summarize relevant aspects. In particular, the center-out task
included both passive perturbations of the arm (via a robotic
manipulandum) and goal-directed active reaching. For each
experimental session, the total number of rewarded active tri-
als varied. Active movement duration varied and was on av-
erage in the range [600,900] ms.

An active center-out trial consisted in two phases: a center-
hold period, in which the manipulandum is kept at a fixed,
central position, and a target-reaching period, triggered by
a "go" cue. In the target-reaching period, the NHP has to
reach one random target direction guided by a visual cursor
on a screen placed at head-level of the NHP. Approximately
50% of these trials included a 130 ms passive perturbation
of the arm, which preceded the active reach, towards one
random target direction using the manipulandum. Such pas-
sive movements were followed by random center-hold peri-
ods. Trials were rewarded if the NHP held the position of
the cursor on the target location for a sufficiently long time
after active reaches only. Target directions were in the range
[0°, 270°] inter-spaced by 45°or 90°depending on the NHP
behavioral session (NHP S, H, C: 8 directions; B, L: 4 direc-
tions).

Inferring proprioceptive stimuli from the center-out
reaching task. During the center-out reaching task, 8 key-
points located from the shoulder to the hand were tracked
with DeepLabCut (44, 83). These keypoints were used to
generate realistic proprioceptive stimuli while passively exe-
cuting reaching movements with the arm. For this purpose,
we used an open-source OpenSim musculoskeletal model of
the macaca mulatta upper limb developed by Chowdhury
et al. (41) based on a previous NHP arm model by Chan
& Moran (84). The model includes 39 Hill-type muscle-
tendon actuators crossing the shoulder, elbow, forearm and
wrist.

Using the OpenSim 3.3 simulation environment (85, 86), we
scaled the musculoskeletal model to match the size of each
NHP based on the distance between the markers of the Open-
Sim model and the tracked markers. We used the markers
trajectory to compute the trajectory of each joint by inverse
kinematics. By passively moving the simulated arm model
along these trajectories we computed, at each time point, the
equilibrium muscle lengths m(t) ∈R39 for all 39 muscles as
the sum of the fiber muscle length and the tendon length. We
computed equilibrium muscle configurations given joint an-
gles as an approximation to passive movement. The muscle
velocities are computed as the time derivative of the muscle

lengths, using first order finite differences (time step: 0.01 s).
The muscle lengths and velocities are sampled at a frequency
of 100 Hz.

Extracellular electrophysiology recordings in propri-
oceptive areas. Extracellular neural activity was recorded
with Utah arrays in two areas processing proprioceptive in-
formation: the cuneate nucleus (CN), located in the medulla
of the brainstem, for 2 NHPs (NHPs B and S), and in Brod-
mann’s area 2 in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of
2 other NHPs (NHPs C and H), and in both of these areas
in one fifth NHP with double implantation (NHP L). After
spike sorting, single-unit responses (in spike counts) dur-
ing center-out trials were binned in 10 ms window and fir-
ing rates were computed using a 50 ms smoothing time win-
dow (see also "Robustness to hyperparameters" section). For
each NHP session data, this resulted in neural data sets of
Ntrials×Nneurons×Ntime, to be predicted by neural network
model activations. In this work, we kept all but non-firing
neurons (average frequency below 0.01 Hz), across all fig-
ures unless otherwise specified.

B. A large-scale synthetic NHP proprioceptive
dataset.

We build on the computational framework developed by
Sandbrink et al. (15) by adapting it to a musculoskele-
tal model of the upper limb of a non-human primate (84).
Specifically, we generated a large-scale dataset of realis-
tic proprioceptive inputs such that the range of the exper-
imental muscle stretch lengths and velocities was a subset
of the synthetic dataset. Like Sandbrink et al, we used
the UCI Machine Learning Repository character trajectories
dataset (87, 88) keeping only the 20 single-stroke charac-
ters but we used different spatial and temporal parameters.
Since we aimed to study the proprioception of the whole NHP
arm, we interpolated the trajectories to lie within a 5 × 5 cm
square. In order to get the 10 ms time interval with which the
firing rate was computed (100 Hz), we downsampled the tra-
jectories from 200 Hz to 100 Hz. The resulting 2,858 charac-
ter trajectories served as the basis for the end-effector (hand)
trajectories. Using these end-effector trajectories, we gener-
ated realistic proprioceptive stimuli as done for the data from
the center-out reaching task using the same OpenSim muscu-
loskeletal model of the macaca mulatta upper limb (41). The
only difference is that, while the model has seven degrees of
freedom (DoF), three DoF were eliminated by enforcing the
palm angle to be 0°. The four remaining DoF are the shoul-
der flexion (θsf ), shoulder abduction (θsa), shoulder rotation
(θsr) and elbow flexion (θef ). The joint angles for the four
DoF are computed from the end-effector trajectories using
the same constrained inverse kinematics used by Sandbrink
et al. (15) but building a 2-link 4 DoF arm with arm-lengths
corresponding to those of the NHP arm model (41).

While in Sandbrink et al. (15) the joint angles are defined
in spherical coordinates, the joint angles of the NHP mus-
culoskeletal models are in Cartesian coordinates. Therefore,
we adapted the rotational matrices of the forward kinematics
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used to determine the end-effector position e ∈ R3 in an ab-
solute frame of reference S centered at the shoulder:

e =RS(RLe0 + l0) =: F (q), (1)

with joint-angle configuration of the arm q =
[θsf ,θsa,θsr,θef ]T , position of the end-effector e0 and
elbow l0 when the arm is at rest, and rotation matrices

RS =RY (θsa)RZ(θsr)RX(θsf ), (2)
RL =RX(θef ), (3)

where RS is the rotation matrix at the shoulder joint, RL

is the rotation matrix at the elbow joint and RX , RY and
RZ are the three rotation matrices around the X , Y and Z
axes. The axes are defined according to the model by Chan
and Moran (84), with the difference that for this model the Y
and Z axes are rotated by −90° to match the axes defined in
Opensim.

By applying the same constrained inverse kinematics used
by Sandbrink et al. (15), we computed the joint-angle trajec-
tories corresponding to each end-effector trajectory. Those
trajectories were subsequently used to passively move the
musculoskeletal model in OpenSim. We changed the sign of
the two-link θsa joint angle to adapt it to the corresponding
OpenSim NHP upper limb model (41). Therefore, we com-
puted, as previously explained, the muscle stretch lengths and
muscle velocities at each time step for all 39 muscles consid-
ering also muscles which are not involved in the actuation of
the four DoFs.

We augmented the generated joint-angle trajectories by ap-
plying the same affine transformations used by Sandbrink
et al. (15) with the difference that we provided another de-
gree of variation, i.e. changing the initial configuration of
the two-link arm (see Table 1 for parameter ranges). First,
we created a dataset of end-effector trajectories of 500’000
samples by generating variants of each original pen-tip tra-
jectory, by scaling, rotating, shearing, translating and varying
its speed. Second, for each end-effector trajectory, we com-
puted the joint-angle trajectory by performing inverse kine-
matics. Third, we simulated the muscle length trajectories
and corresponding muscle velocities. Since different charac-
ters take a different amount of time to be written, we padded
the movements with static postures corresponding to the ini-
tial and final postures of the movement, and jittered the be-
ginning of the writing to maintain ambiguity about when the
writing would begin. From this dataset of trajectories, we
filtered samples with muscle jerk values (third time deriva-
tive of the muscle length) higher than 1rad/s3 using a median
filter with kernel size equal to 5 to remove OpenSim arti-
facts. Then, we selected a subset of trajectories such that the
integral of joint-space jerk was less than 1rad/s3 so as to en-
sure that the arm movement is sufficiently smooth. Among
these, we picked the trajectories for which the integral of the
muscle-space jerk was minimal, while making sure that the
dataset is balanced in terms of the number of examples per
class, resulting in 294,711 samples. This dataset consists of

muscle lengths and velocities of 39 muscles over a period of
400 time points, simulated at 100 Hz (i.e. 4 seconds). For
each trajectory of the dataset, we saved the corresponding
arm kinematics: end-effector and elbow position in egocen-
tric or joint reference frame as well as their first and second
derivatives. In this way, we could develop multiple compu-
tational tasks by training deep neural networks that take as
input proprioceptive inputs (muscle length and velocity) and
predict different targets depending on the task.

Type of variation Levels of variation

Scaling [0.7x, 1x, 1.3x]
Rotation [−π/6,−π/12,0,π/12,π/6]
Shearing [−π/6,−π/12,0,π/12,π/6]
Translation Grid with a spacing of 2 cm
Speed [0.8x, 1x, 1.2x, 1.4x]
Initial configuration [θsf ∼ U{−50,180}, θsa ∼ U{−45,150},

θsr ∼ U{−90,90}, θsf ∼ U{0,140}]
Writing planes [Horizontal (35), Vertical (18)]

Table 1: Range of the data augmentation variables applied
to the original pen-tip trajectory dataset. Furthermore, the
character trajectories are translated to start at various starting
points throughout the arm’s workspace, the latter comprising
movements in 35 horizontal and 18 vertical planes.

C. Task-driven deep neural network models of the pro-
prioceptive pathway.

We describe here neural network models of propriocep-
tion, focusing on the following core components: network
architectures, network task objectives and learning algo-
rithm.

Neural network architectures. Just like Sandbrink et
al. (15), we used feedforward convolutional and recurrent
neural network models as architectural proxies of the pro-
prioceptive pathway, where both architectural classes con-
tain spatial convolutions over muscles. These deep neural
networks were trained on individual tasks hypothesized to
be relevant to model the sense of proprioception. The in-
put of models comprises simulated proprioceptive inputs of
muscles spindles, i.e. muscle length and muscle velocity,
which are stacked together forming two channels. Specifi-
cally, the input is characterized by the following dimension
[B × T ×Nmuscles ×Nchannels], where B represents the
batch size, T is the length of the trajectory which is kept fixed
at 400 time points (corresponding to 4 seconds), Nmuscles is
the number of muscles which is also a fixed quantity (39 mus-
cles) andNchannels is equals to 2 (muscle length and muscle
velocity).

Each convolutional layer contains a set of convolutional fil-
ters of a given kernel size and stride, along with response
normalization and point-wise non-linearity (here, rectified
linear units). The convolutional filters can either be one-
dimensional, processing only spatial (aka muscle) or tempo-
ral information, or two-dimensional, processing both types of
information simultaneously. We sampled 100 TCNs for each
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type (spatial-temporal, temporal-spatial and spatiotemporal)
as well as 50 Spatial-LSTMs (Sample space hyperparameters
see Table 2 and 3)). More details can be found in Sandbrink
et al. (15).

TCN hyperparameters Search space

Number of layers/per type [1,2,3,4,5,6]
Spatial kernels/layer [8,16,32,64]
Temporal kernels/layer [8,16,32,64]
Spatial kernel size [3,5,7,9]
Temporal kernel size [3,5,7,9]
Spatial stride [1,2]
Temporal stride [1,2,3]

Table 2: Hyperparameters to search TCNs. First, a number of
layers (per type) is chosen, in the range 2-8 (in multiples of
2) for spatial-temporal and temporal-spatial models and 1-4
for the spatiotemporal ones. Next, a spatial and temporal ker-
nel size is picked (per layer), which remains fixed throughout
the network. For the spatiotemporal model, the kernel size is
equal in both the spatial and temporal directions in each layer.
Then, for each layer, a number of kernels (or feature maps)
is chosen such that it always increases along the hierarchy.
Last, a spatial and temporal stride are chosen. For each net-
work subtype, 50 models are randomly sampled using these
hyperparameters. The same sampling strategy is applied for
model with 10/12 layers with the difference that the tempo-
ral and spatial stride is in-homogeneous among the layers.
Another 50 models are randomly sampled, for a total of 100
models per architecture subtype. Table adapted from (15).

RNN hyperparameters Search space

Number of spatial layers [1,2,3]
Spatial kernels/layer [8,16,32]
Spatial kernel size [3,5,7,9]
Spatial stride [1,2]
Number of recurrent units [128,256]

Table 3: Hyperparameters to search RNNs. A number of
spatial convolutional layers is first selected then a number of
recurrent units.

Neural network task objectives. A central hypothesis in
goal-driven modeling is that sufficiently rich and ethologi-
cally relevant tasks are required to constrain a model of the
sensory pathway that is thought to support these behaviors.
Using the same network architectures, we train deep neural
networks on several supervised and unsupervised objectives,
which are summarized in Table 4. For all tasks the inputs
are identical and are given by the muscle length and velocity
trajectories.

Redundancy reduction (Barlow Twins). The redundancy re-
duction task, also named Barlow Twins, is a self-supervised
task. The neural network is trained to develop invariant rep-
resentations given two distorted versions of the same input as
proposed in computer vision (43). In the sensorimotor case,

Acronym Task description
Supervised tasks

HP Hand position
(End-effector pos.)

HV Hand velocity
(End-effector vel.)

HP & HV Hand position and velocity
(End-effector pos. and vel.)

HP & HV & HA Hand position, movement and acc.
(End-effector pos., vel. and acc.)

LP Limb position
(End-effector/elbow pos.)

LV Limb velocity
(End-effector/elbow vel.)

LP & LV Limb position and velocity
(End-effector/elbow pos. and vel.)

LP & LV & LA Limb position, velocity and acc.
(End-effector/elbow pos., vel. and acc.)

JP Joint position
(Joint angles)

JV Joint velocity
(Joint angular vel.)

JP & JV Joint position and velocity
(Joint angles and angular vel.)

JP & JV & JA Joint position, velocity and acc.
(Joint angles, angular vel. and acc.)

AR Action recognition
(Character recognition)

T Torque
(Joint torques)

Unsupervised tasks

RR Redundancy reduction
(Barlow twins)

AUTO Autoencoder

Table 4: List of neural network task objectives divided in
supervised tasks and unsupervised tasks (pos: position; vel:
velocity; acc: acceleration).

we generated two distorted inputs from a muscle input tra-
jectory by randomly masking two temporal windows of 500
ms (one at the first half and the other at the second half for a
total of 1000 ms over 4000 ms of the entire trajectory). These
two distorted inputs are fed into the network generating two
different representations (ZA and ZB) and the network is
trained to make the cross-correlation matrix between the two
representations match the identity matrix. In this way, the la-
tent representations of two distorted inputs are forced to be
similar, while minimizing the redundancy between them. A
projector of 3 fully connected layer of 256 units each was
added to the previously described network to match the im-
plementation described in the original work (43).

The networks minimize the Barlow Twins loss (43):

LBT =
∑

i

(1− cii)2 +λ
∑

i

∑
i 6=j

c2
ij
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where c is the cross-correlation matrix between the two rep-
resentations defined as:

cij =
∑

b z
A
biz

B
bj√∑

b z
A
bi

√∑
b z

B
bj

and where λ = 0.005, b represents the batch sample and i, j
represent the vector dimension of the representation.

We assessed the quality of the representations of the networks
trained on redundancy reduction in terms of the model’s abil-
ity to transfer to other tasks (which are easier to interpret). To
compute task-transfer performance, the weights of the net-
work are frozen and a linear readout is trained to solve the
action recognition task or the hand-localization task (using
the same training data). We found networks can achieve 50
% classification accuracy and around 7 cm errors for the lo-
calization of the hand (not shown).

Autoencoder. In order to reconstruct the input as unsuper-
vised task, we added a symmetric decoder comprised of
transposed convolutions and a linear readout. The autoen-
coder networks were trained to minimize the mean square
error between the original and reconstructed input. For in-
terpretability, performance is also illustrated as relative error
(Figure 2E) and broken down in muscle length as well as ve-
locity (Supp. Fig. 2D).

Action recognition task. Given that the synthetic dataset
comprises passive movements corresponding to different
Latin characters in the 3D space, we trained the networks to
classify the character. The networks are trained by minimiz-
ing the softmax cross entropy loss. Therefore, the network is
trained to recognize the same actions performed in different
locations.

This task was proposed in Sandbrink et al., and was found
to give rise to uniformly distributed direction selective units
along the proprioceptive hierarchy (15). Similarly, we also
considered the trajectory decoding task, which we general-
ized to include velocity and acceleration as well as consid-
ered different coordinate frameworks.

Regression tasks (State estimation in different coordinate
frameworks). For each task, the network was trained to
regress the target quantity. In particular, we developed
twelve regression tasks. For the "EgoHand", "EgoLimb" and
"JointLimb" hypotheses we developed the following behav-
ioral tasks: (1) regressing the position alone, (2) regressing
the velocity alone, (3) regressing both position and veloc-
ity, (4) regressing simultaneously position, velocity and ac-
celeration. Specifically, the networks were trained to regress
the end-effector/hand for the "EgoHand" hypothesis, the end-
effector and the elbow for "EgoLimb" hypothesis. Here, the
"Ego" prefix denotes that the target is represented in ego-
centric coordinates, whereas the four limb joint angles/ve-
locities/accelerations were regressed for the "JointLimb" hy-
pothesis. All networks for the regression tasks were trained
to minimize the mean square error (MSE). Neural networks

can have different temporal strides which means there is a
temporal dilation and the overall time range of model acti-
vations could be different from the one of the input. There-
fore, we downsampled the target trajectory to match the cor-
responding time resolution of the model activations of the
final layer.

Joint torque regression. OpenSim is relatively slow for effi-
ciently learning to predict controllers to reach arbitrary goal
locations (73). Thus, we designed a student-teacher ap-
proach. More specifically, we trained a reinforcement learn-
ing agent to perform a center-out task in the 3D space, using
the efficient physics simulator PyBullet (89). A policy net-
work was trained with the Soft Actor-Critic (90) algorithm
to control a robotic arm scaled to a similar size as the pri-
mate arm. The model learns to predict joint torques provided
the current proprioceptive state as well as a target with a fre-
quency of 100 Hz. However, PyBullet does not support the
simulation of musculoskeletal models, meaning that the pro-
prioceptive state of the arm only included joint angles and
velocities. This is in contrast with the other task-driven net-
works presented in this work, which receive the muscle state
as inputs. Therefore, we used the trained policy network as
a teacher, to train the student networks (TCNs and Spatial-
LSTMs) via knowledge distillation (Supp. Fig. 1). We used
the trained agent to generate a dataset of 100.000 center-out
reaching trajectories, including joint angles, joint velocities
and joint torques. The dataset was built sampling randomly
targets in the whole working space of the arm. As described
in the previous sections, we used these joint angles to sim-
ulate muscle length and velocity by computing equilibrium
muscle configurations. In this way, the input data repre-
sents the proprioceptive muscle state coherent with the other
tasks. Therefore, we created a large dataset to train differ-
ent neural networks to control the arm and perform reaching
movements, using the same input type as well as the same
encoder architectures trained for the other tasks. Since the
encoder only takes muscle length and velocity as an input,
we needed to also input a goal location. We provided the stu-
dent network with the target by concatenating the target vec-
tor with the latent proprioceptive representation at the end of
the encoder (Supp. Fig. 1A). This latent representation goes
through a decoder comprising two fully connected layers to
regress the joint torques by minimizing the MSE.

Learning algorithm, training protocol and evaluation.
Neural network models were optimized using backpropaga-
tion. We used the Adam optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 0.0005, batch size of 512 (0.001 learning rate and 70
epochs for the LSTM), except for the redundancy reduction
task for which we used a batch size of 256, a learning rate
of 0.005 for 25 epochs (0.001 learning rate and 40 epochs
for LSTM). When the validation loss has not improved for 5
consecutive epoch, we retrieve the checkpoint corresponding
to the best validation loss and decrease the learning rate by a
factor of ten. After the second time this occurs, we end the
training and the accuracy of the networks is evaluated on the
test set.
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Importantly, each architecture was trained on all 16 tasks
from the same randomly initialized state. We refer to those
models as untrained models.

D. Task-driven neural network models of propriocep-
tive neurons.

Using center-out reaching NHP data as test stimu-
lus. We created for each experimental session, a dataset of
estimated proprioceptive stimuli during the reaching move-
ments. We aligned the movement onset for each trial and
zero-padded the input to avoid boundary effects. In this way,
we used these experimental proprioceptive stimuli as test in-
put to the frozen neural network and computed the corre-
sponding time-varying activations.

Principal component analysis was performed on the layer ac-
tivation sets to reduce the dimensionality to 75 principal com-
ponents and to keep the number of features fixed across lay-
ers. We note that this is similar to the number of inputs for
the muscle lengths and velocities (i.e., 2× 39). We showed
that the corresponding neural explainability is robust to this
number (see also "Robustness to hyperparameters" section,
and Supp .Fig. 4A). These components are referred to as "ac-
tivations", and served as the basis to model single-neuron
firing rates recorded during the center-out reaching experi-
ments.

Single-neuron predictivity models. In the following, we
describe how we used neural network activations generated
by NHP proprioceptive inputs to model single-neuron firing
rates along the proprioceptive pathway.

We model the activity of biological neurons performing a lin-
ear regression from the PCs of each layer activation. The
main reason is that it is unclear whether an exact matching
of single neurons from the same area (5) exists, and there
is a degree of variability in the properties of single neurons
and inter-area connectivity within the proprioceptive pathway
across different animals. To this end, we linearly combined
model features (PCs) to form a feature set that can be used to
explain single-neuron activity in CN and S1 neurons.

For each session dataset, we focused only on the time bins
corresponding to actual reaching movements of the NHP
(from the movement onset to the trial end). We divided the
behavioral data for each NHP in 80% train and 20% test set
based on the trial index. Importantly, we used the same split
for all analysis, i.e. when comparing linear encoding models,
task-driven and data-driven models.

For each set, the single-neuron firing rate counts correspond-
ing to these bins were concatenated across trials (N° neurons
× the concatenated test trials duration). Then, we used PCs
of layer activations to regress the firing rate of each neuron
through ridge regression. Since we used neural networks with
different temporal strides, the model activations might have a
temporal dilation and an overall time range which is different
to the one of the neural firing rate. Therefore, we linearly in-
terpolated the PCs of the temporal-dilated model activations

to match the corresponding time range and resolution of the
neural firing rate.

Proprioceptive information is continuously provided to CN
and S1 during movement, but we did not fit a new linear
model independently for each time bin. Instead, the objec-
tive is to learn only one linear model, i.e. the weights re-
mains fixed across time. This approach was similarly used in
Nayebi et al. (10). Therefore, we seek to find unique weights
wn for each artificial principal component feature n at time
t of network layer l ( at

n;l) during the motion. The predicted
response for neuron i at time t is thus:

r̂t
i = bi +

∑
s

∑
f

wspatial[s]wfilters[f ]at,l[s,f ]

rt
i = bi +

∑
n

w[n]at,l[n],
(4)

where b is an estimated baseline firing rate, w are the
temporally-fixed parameters [wspatial, wfilters].

For each neural network model layer, linear regression mod-
els were fitted independently for each single neuron in CN
and S1. Regression weights for activations were fitted on
the concatenated train session trials, and evaluated on the
concatenated test session trials. The ridge regression regu-
larization hyperparameter was validated using 5-fold cross-
validation (trial-based) on the training dataset. A final model
was fitted using the optimal regularization hyperparameter on
the whole training dataset.

Similarly, we used the cross-validated ridge regression model
to establish a baseline encoding model of neural activity. To
this end, we fitted single neural activity using kinematic vari-
ables as regressors (See also "Baseline linear encoding mod-
els of neural activity" section).

Neural explainability metrics. The neural explainability
was quantified using the fraction of explained variance
(EV) of single-neuron linear model predictions in neural re-
sponses:

EV = 1− Var(r− r̂)
Var(r)

EV = 1−
∑

i(ei− ē)2∑
i(ri− r̄)2

EV = 1−
∑

i(ri− r̂i− ē)2∑
i(ri− r̄)2 ,

(5)

where r and r̂ are the observed and predicted single neuron
vector responses, ri and r̄ are the individual observations and
the mean firing rate. We note that the explained variance of
a linear regression model equals the coefficient of determina-
tion, R2, when the mean of residuals ē is null. Thus, for each
neuron, we obtained one EV score per model, per model layer
and per task. To compare the neural explainability across
different models, we defined the neural explainability which
gives a sense of how good one model is at predicting the neu-
ral activity. Specifically, it is defined as:

EVmodel = E(max(EVtest
i )) i= 1, ...,Nneurons
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which is the average maximum EV (from the best predicting
layer on the training set) for each neuron. Using this metric,
we make no commitment as to which network layer should
better match which brain area. Rather, we consider this way
that each trained model contains layers which constitute ab-
stract candidate locations for the most brain-like stage during
proprioceptive processing, and the stage may differ between
neurons of the same area.

Estimating neuron trial-by-trial variability. To compare
single neurons and neuron populations, we quantified the
trial-by-trial variability in single neuron firing rates and com-
puted an estimate of the neuronal reliability (Supp. fig.
3E,F). This is required since neurons are inherently noisy
and the recording quality might vary across different pop-
ulations. Similar to the method in (8), the estimate corre-
sponds to the Pearson correlation coefficient between single
trial firing rate and the trial-averaged firing rate for a given
movement direction, averaged over movement direction con-
ditions. Single-trial firing rates were summed using 50 ms
windows, like for task-driven neural predictions. Since tri-
als have different length during active reaches, we compute
single-trial correlations using spike counts from movement
onset to trial end.

Baseline linear encoding models. Using the same
train/test trial splits of the ridge regression, we computed neu-
ral predictions using as regressors the different behavioural
variables, i.e. muscle kinematics, joint kinematics and end-
effector kinematics, in both Cartesian coordinates and the
vector norm. We used these variables alone or in combi-
nation, to predict the concatenated trial activity of each CN
and S1 neuron. Furthermore, we performed the same neural
predictions with generalized linear models with Poisson dis-
tribution (Figure 3F and Supp. Fig. 3D). The performance
of these baseline models was also quantified using the ex-
plained variance on test trials for each neuron. To compare
with a model’s neural explainability, we computed the mean
explained variance across neurons.

Relationship between task-performance and neural
explainability. To better understand the impact of task-
optimization, we studied the relationship between task-
performance and neural explainability (Fig. 6). We per-
formed the same analysis but comparing the correlation
across different tasks for the same NHP (Supp. Fig. 11).
Since each task has a different metric to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the network, we z-scored each task-performance
to make them comparable. Specifically, we took the recip-
rocal of the classification accuracy for the action recogni-
tion task to ensure that slopes have all the same orienta-
tion. Moreover, we also compared the same correlation both
for the neural explainability obtained with task-trained net-
works and the one with untrained models. For the latter, we
kept the task-performance of the corresponding trained mod-
els but replaced the task-driven prediction with the untrained
one (Supp. fig. 12). We assessed the robustness of the dif-
ference between the two correlation by computing the 95%

confidence interval via bootstrap (N=1000) for both active
and passive condition for each NHP. We observed a signif-
icant difference in correlation between task-trained and un-
trained models for the active case but not for the passive one
underlying again the importance of task-optimization to ex-
plain neural activity for goal-directed movements.

Constructing low-dimensional embeddings of tasks
via UMAP. We wanted to assess the impact of task-
optimization both across NHPs and brain areas, while con-
sidering various neural network architectures. To achieve
this, we utilized a low-dimensional UMAP (91) space to vi-
sualize and analyze the difference in neural explainability
between task-driven models to their untrained counterparts
(Figure 5B,E , Supp. fig. 8 and Supp. fig. 9)). Specifically,
we computed the difference in neural explainability between
a task-trained model and the corresponding untrained model.
We have 300 TCN models per task, except 295 models for
the autoencoder task. Therefore, we kept the maximum num-
ber of models that were shared across all tasks and NHPs
(N = 292), which can be evenly divide into four groups. For
each task, we randomly subsampled four groups of networks.
In this way, the features of one datapoint (per task) are rep-
resented by the task-trained vs. untrained difference of the
group of networks, which is thus less dependent on particu-
lar architecture parameters of a single model (N = 73). Each
model is used to predict the neural activity of each NHP (N =
6). Therefore, we have 24 datapoints (4 groups x 6 NHPs) per
task when comparing across NHPs, whereas we have 12 dat-
apoints (4 groups x 3 NHPs) per brain area when comparing
CN and S1 independently. This data was visualized in 2D
with UMAP. We additionally validated that similar clusters
emerged using PCA (Supp. fig. 8 and Supp. fig. 9).

E. Data-driven models of proprioceptive neu-
rons.

We wanted to understand whether the better neural pre-
dictability achieved with task-driven models is only a conse-
quence of the higher computational capacity of deep neural
network. Therefore, we compared the neural predictions ob-
tained with task-driven networks with the neural predictions
that can be obtained by training the same neural networks to
directly regress neuron firing rates from NHP proprioceptive
stimuli. We refer to these models as "data-driven" models, as
opposed to "task-driven" models.

Importantly, we trained these neural networks using the same
training/test split of the ridge regression. In this case, we give
as input to the deep neural networks the estimated proprio-
ceptive stimuli and we train it to regress single-neuron firing
rates. Overall, we have the same N = 300 TCN networks
(used for task-driven modeling) trained on each NHP.

Data-driven networks training and evaluation. Each neural
network model was initialized using the same initialization of
the corresponding task-driven models and trained end-to-end
to predict single-trial firing rates from proprioceptive stim-
uli. This was done per CN/S1 neuron population: the models
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were optimized to predict the neural dynamics of all neurons
jointly, where each node of the output layer corresponds to
one neuron. Consequently, the convolutional layers of the
encoder are shared between neurons, thus modeling the path-
way up to a particular brain area. The networks were trained
to minimize the variance of the residual, i.e. the mean square
error between the predicted firing rate and the ground truth.
Since the movement reaching is only a subset of the entire
temporal dimension of the datapoint (T = 4 s), we masked
the loss in time to take into account the firing rate of the neu-
rons related only to the movement reaching part. Overall, the
loss was taken over the batch trials and averaged over neu-
rons:

Ldata-driven = E
b
(E

i
(Var(r− r̂)masked

i )), i= 1, ...,Nneurons

where r and r̂ are the observed and predicted single neuron
vector responses, and b represents the batch sample. Training
performance of the networks were monitored by computing
the mean explained variance only on the movement reaching
part of the trial input:

EVtrain = E
b
(E

i
(EVmasked

i )), i= 1, ...,Nneurons

where b represents the batch sample. After convergence of
the loss function, data-driven models are evaluated on test
trials, computing the explained variance of the model neural
predictions over the trial-concatenated bins corresponding to
actual movement reaching data, from all test trials and for
each neuron separately. As a result, neural predictions be-
tween data-driven and task-driven models are directly com-
parable.

F. Robustness analysis.

Robustness to bin width and latency. To predict single
unit dynamics (Figure 4), we used a 50 ms bin width and 0 ms
latency between neural data and movement (see Methods).
However, we determined that task-driven models outperform
linear models for across various bin widths (Supp. Fig. 13)
and a wide range of latencies around 0 (Supp. Fig. 14).
Therefore, we maintained these parameters throughout the
manuscript.

Robustness to hyperparameters. The number of PCs was
chosen to avoid over-fitting in the neural predictions, as it is
lower than the number of units in the layer (Supp. Fig. 4A).
The reasons to use principal components are two. First, the
number of artificial units changes depending on the depth
of the layer and the network architecture. By mapping ac-
tivations to a fixed number of principal components, we re-
move possible biases given by the different size of the fea-
tures space. Second, we do not assume a strict, one-to-one
mapping of model unit (artificial neuron) to biological neu-
rons. Rather, we hypothesize that these principal components
constitute a feature space of activity that constitutes a linear

basis of a neuron’s neural activity. The same procedure was
also employed to compute neural predictions from randomly
initialized, that is, untrained neural network models (Supp.
Fig. 4B), which can then be compared to the task-trained neu-
ral predictions.
We also highlight the fact that for some NHPs, neurons might
not be entirely proprioceptive but they can also carry tactile
information or lower limb information (neurons in gracile nu-
cleus, as for NHP B). Last, differences across NHPs may also
reflect intrinsic variability in experimental datasets, neuronal
properties, signal-to-noise ratio and total number of session
trials.
We also cross-validated the neural predictions obtained when
varying the size of the time window used to calculate the
spike firing rates. For three models trained on the hand posi-
tion and velocity task, we computed neural predictions using
windows in the range [10,100] ms, in steps of 10 ms. We
settled on an intermediate window of 50 ms (Supp. Fig. 13).
Similarly, we cross-validated neural predictions when shift-
ing the time of the neural activity relative to the model ac-
tivations generated from muscle spindle inputs, with latency
shifts in the range [−400,400]ms (Supp. Fig. 14).

Robustness to length and number of trials. Task-driven
models can better explain the neural activity in the active con-
ditions rather than the passive one. The main differences be-
tween the active and passive condition are the number of tri-
als (Fig. 3) and the trial length (variable for active and 130
ms for passive). Therefore, we assessed the robustness of the
results between the two conditions by performing the neural
predictions for the active condition but decreasing the num-
ber of trials to match the number of passive trials. Moreover,
we randomly selected sub-interval of 130 ms (matching the
length of passive trials) because we wanted to make sure the
difference was not specific to any part of the movement but
could be related to any part from the movement onset to the
end of the trials (Supp. Fig. 6D,E). We found that the differ-
ence between trained and untrained models is maintained for
the subsampled data, thereby discarding the amount of the
data as possible cofactor.
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Supplementary Figure 1: A. Schematics of the teacher-student training procedure to distill the task-driven neural network from
a control policy (see methods). B. Example trajectories of hand position (blue) when the trained agent tries to reach different
targets (red dots), starting from the same initial position (green dot). C. Comparison between each component of the torque,
output by the teacher and by the student for one test episode. Despite the lower output frequency of the student network,
the curves show an evident similarity. D. Example trajectory of the hand position, when the arm is controlled by the teacher
network (orange) or by the student network (blue). Also the student network succeeds in reaching the target position (red),
starting from the same initial position (green) of the teacher.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Test performance of each network model with respect to the number of layers (i.e. model depth)
on tasks that combine position and velocity or position, velocity and acceleration (N=350 models per task). For each task,
the test performance is decomposed in position (first row), velocity (second row) and acceleration (third row, if present).
Each columns represents the combined tasks for A. the EgoHand hypothesis, B. the EgoLimb hypothesis, C. the JointLimb
hypothesis and D. autoencoder networks. Performance is quantified with the mean square error (MSE). Colors indicate neural
network architecture type: spatiotemporal (green), spatia-temporal (blue), temporal-spatial (orange), spatial-LSTM (purple).
Task that included acceleration in the target show lower performance on the single target alone (e.g. position or velocity alone)
compared to networks optimized to predict the single target.
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Supplementary Figure 3: A. Example NHP hand trajectories during the center-out reaching task during active movements
(reaches; left) and passive movements (bump perturbations; right). Each line corresponds to the center-out trajectory of one
trial. The color code corresponds to movement directions. B. Example muscle kinematics for a single trial (indicated in panel
A with a black star at the trajectory end) in both active reaches and passive perturbations, aligned at movement/bump onset.
Top: muscle stretch length for selected examples muscles. Bottom: muscle stretch velocity for the same example muscles. C.
Distribution of test explained variance between ridge regression (orange) and generalized linear model with Poisson process
(gray) for each NHP using muscle length and velocity as regressors for active movements. Ridge regression showed more
robust results compared to GLM, therefore we used the former in our analysis referring to those as "linear models". D. Raw
performance of linear tuning models fitted on task-related single-variable and multi-variables for each NHP (NHP S, L, B
recorded in CN; NHP H, L, C recorded in S1) during passive movements. Individual dots represent single neurons. Task
variables are color coded based on movement direction, hand, joint, and muscle kinematics. E. Distributions of single-neuron
reliability (or self-consistent explained variance), for active and passive movements, for each non human primates in CN.
Reliability is computed as the average variance of single trial firing rates explained by the movement direction specific trial-
averaged firing rates. This average is calculated for each movement direction (4 or 8) and we report the average over movement
directions. F. Same as in D but for S1 NHPs.
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Supplementary Figure 4: A. Correlation between test and train neural explainability (NHP S; CN) with respect to the number
of PCs for representative models trained on the action recognition task (N=6 models, two per TCN subtype). Shaded are is
the confidence interval at 95%. We note that we used 75 principal components throughout the manuscript (for fair comparison
with the number of proprioceptive inputs) as it avoids overfitting but higher test EV is possible with around 100 dimensions.
B. Neural predictions from TCNs workflow. Top: task optimization of neural network models is done using the large-scale
synthetic proprioceptive input data (derived from pose estimation and musculoskeletal modeling). Bottom: experimental pro-
prioceptive inputs during center-out reaching of NHPs is used as new inputs to the frozen neural network models to generate
model activation per layer, which are combined using principal component analysis. This constitutes model features, which we
generate for both untrained, random models and task-trained models. From these features, we generate neural predictions using
spatial linear regression (i.e., weights do not change for each time bin). C. Distributions of explained variance scores between
training and testing trial datasets for each NHP S (CN, top row) and NHP H (S1, bottom row) obtained from models trained
on the hand position and velocity task for the active condition (left column) and passive one (right column). For visualization,
N = 20000 randomly sampled single-neuron predictions are shown across models architectures, model layers and neurons. D.
Pairwise comparison of single-neuron explained variance between layers of one example deep neural network model (same as
in Figure 4) and baseline linear encoding model using muscle spindle inputs for NHP S (CN, left column; N = 47 neurons)
and NHP H (S1, right column; N = 27 neurons) during active movements. Each row represents the comparison performed for
the specific layer of the network. Statistical significance was computed with Wilcoxon signed-rank test (*** = p < 0.0001; **
= p < 0.001; * = p < 0.05). Deep layers of task-driven models are the ones that significantly outperform linear models. E.
Same as in panel D but for passive trials.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Additional example single-trial predictions, during A. active and B. passive movement, from the hand
position and velocity task (orange) and linear predictions (grey) for different example units in CN and S1. The black lines
corresponds to ground truth spike firing rates. Model predictions correspond to the best layer of an example model, the same as
in Figure 4. Test performance for task-driven models and linear models is shown. Movement direction is shown for each trial.
Task-driven models can capture part of the neural activity that linear models cannot.
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Supplementary Figure 6: A. Distribution of test explained variance between architecture type (N = 100 models per TCN
subtype and N = 50 models per Spatial-LSTM models) trained to regress position and velocity of the end-effector for each
NHP (CN: red, S1: purple) during active movements. Statistical significance was computed between all TCNs subtype and the
spatial-LSTM architecture performing a Mann-Whitney U rank test with Bonferroni correction (only significant comparisons
are displayed). Spatial-LSTM is significantly worse at predicting the neural activity, therefore we focused our analysis only
on TCN networks. B. Same as panel A but for passive movements. C. Pairwise comparison between neural explainability
obtained from task-driven neural network models trained on the hand position and velocity task (HP & HV) and data-driven
neural network models during active movements, for CN (left) and S1 (right) for N = 300 TCN models. The data-driven
networks have been obtained by training the neural networks to directly regress the neural activity end-to-end. Task-driven
models outperform data-driven ones supporting task-driven modeling as a framework for studying tbe proprioceptive systems.
D. Test neural explainability for networks (N = 300) trained on the hand position and velocity task (HP & HV) and of untrained
networks, for each NHP. Top: Full model, i.e. when using all data for the active movements. Bottom: Reduced model, i.e. when
active predictions are performed by matching data size to that of passive movement data. In both cases, task-driven networks
outperform untrained models thereby discarding the amount of data as a possible cause. E. Distribution of the gain explained
variance of task-driven networks have with respect to the random models for the full active data and control reduced model.
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Supplementary Figure 7: A. Explained variance across tasks for all NHPS, as in Figure 5. B. Same as panel A but for passive
movements, with the same subfigure order per NHP. Note the poor predictions for NHP B in the passive condition.
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Supplementary Figure 8: A. Low-dimensional UMAP embedding space of the difference in neural explainability between task-
driven and untrained networks for active trials. Groups of network belonging to the same task were embedded using the test
explained variance by randomly sampling 4 groups of network architectures (N=73 models per group) for each task (N= 16
tasks). The neural explainability was z-scored for each primate and subsequently combined. Top: we color coded each point
based on the corresponding average neural explainability. Bottom: we color coded each point according to the task identity. B.
Same as panel A but computed independently per each brain area (left: CN, right: S1). C Same as panel A but the difference
is projected along the two first principal components. The same clusters emerge also in the PC space which is a free-parameter
approach showing the robustness of the results visualized in the UMAP space D. The same as in B but using PCA. E. Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction comparing the gain in explained variance between trained and untrained networks
across all tasks. F. The same as in C but independently per brain area: left CN, right S1.
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Supplementary Figure 9: A. Low-dimensional UMAP embedding space of the difference in neural explainability between task-
driven and untrained networks for passive trials. Groups of network belonging to the same task were embedded using the test
explained variance by randomly sampling 4 groups of network architectures (N=73 models per group) for each task (N= 16
tasks). The neural explainability was z-scored for each primate and subsequently combined. Top: we color coded each point
based on the corresponding average neural explainability. Bottom: we color coded each point according to the task identity. B.
Same as panel A but computed independently per each brain area (left: CN, right: S1). C Same as panel A but the difference
is projected along the two first principal components. The same clusters emerge also in the PC space which is a free-parameter
approach showing the robustness of the results visualized in the UMAP space D. The same as in B but using PCA. E. Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction comparing the gain in explained variance between trained and untrained networks
across all tasks. F. The same as in C but independently per brain area: left CN, and right S1.
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Supplementary Figure 10: A. Empirical distribution of the best predicting layers across all models (N = 350) trained on the
hand position and velocity task for CN (left) and S1 (right) for different depth. The dashed line represents the median of the
distribution of each NHP. Both CN and S1 NHPs are best predicted by last layer of the networks. As those layers are the ones
which more kinematic-tuned features, it suggests that neural activity in both brain areas are tuned to kinematic information
without the emergence of any clear hierarchy. B. Same as panel A but for passive movements.
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Supplementary Figure 11: A. Linear fits and correlation coefficients showing the relationship between test explained variance
of neural predictions, and z-scored networks’ task performance for all tasks. Pearson’s r correlation coefficients and p-values
are shown for each NHPs (CN m ∈ [B, L, S], top row; S1 m ∈ [H, C, S1L], bottom row) and each task which is shown with a
different colors. For each task, the linear fit was computed using 300 TCN architectures (100 per TCN subtype: spatiotemporal,
temporal-spatial, spatial-temporal). Correlation is significant across NHPs and across tasks underlying the robustness of task-
optimization for achieving better neural network representation to predict the neural activity. B. Same as panel A but for passive
movements.
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Supplementary Figure 12: A. Scatter plot of the relationship between test task performance and neural explainability for the
hand position and velocity task (orange) and random, untrained models (gray). Explained variance of random models is ordered
based on the task performance of the corresponding task-driven network architecture. Pearson’s r correlation coefficients and
p-values are shown for each NHPs (CN m ∈ [B, L, S], top row; S1 m ∈ [H, C, S1L], bottom row). Confidence interval
(shaded area) computed with bootstrap by resampling 1000 times. Each data point represents the neural explainability of a
single model. In total, N=300 TCN architectures (100 per TCN subtype: spatiotemporal, temporal-spatial, spatial-temporal)
are shown. Lines indicate linear fits for each NHPs. B. Same as panel A but for passive movements. Correlation of task-
trained network outperform the untrained one for active data but not for passive one suggesting the neural activity is differently
processed during the two conditions: neural activity might top-down modulated with motor efference copy during goal-directed
movements whereas it is likely to be absent during passive movements.
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Supplementary Figure 13: A. Neural explainability for different sizes of window used to compute spike rates, for three example
neural network models (one per TCN subtype, including model of Fig.4) of the hand position and velocity task (color) and for
linear models (gray). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. B. Same as panel A for passive predictions. Task-driven
models typically outperform linear models independent of the window size both in CN and S1.
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Supplementary Figure 14: A. Neural explainability for different latency shifts, for three example neural network models (one
per TCN subtype, including model of Fig.4) of the hand position and velocity task. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals. B. Same as panel A for passive predictions. Task-driven models typically outperform linear models for a wide range
o latencies around 0 both in CN and S1.
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